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Introduction
The UK government has introduced
objectives for seven key airborne
pollutants with the aim of protecting
human health. The objectives set target
concentrations for each of these pollutants
in outdoor air and dates by which they
should be achieved. Local authorities in
the UK have a statutory duty to review and
assess air quality in order to determine
whether or not they are likely to achieve
these recommended levels in areas where
there is relevant public exposure. This
would include, for example, residential
areas, schools, hospitals, retirement
homes or areas where people could be
reasonably expected to spend sufficient
time.

In order to tackle this problem, Dudley
Metropolitan
Borough
Council
has
adopted a similar strategy to many of our
neighbouring
West
Midlands
local
authorities and declared the whole
borough as an Air Quality Management
Area (AQMA) for NO2. The council has
now produced an Air Quality Action Plan
(AQAP) and proposed a number of
measures that can be implemented
throughout the AQMA to improve air
quality.

In Dudley, monitoring of air quality has
demonstrated that objectives are being
met for six of the seven pollutants. The
only exception is nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
which is mainly produced by the
combustion of fuel. Unsurprisingly, the
main source in the borough has been
identified as road vehicle exhaust fumes
and 15 areas have been identified where
the recommended level is being
exceeded. It must be stressed that this
level is precautionary and well below that
at which even the most sensitive person
should be adversely affected. The areas
identified are mostly found in small
residential pockets close to some of the
borough’s busiest roads. Problems are
particularly evident in areas where there
are road junctions, steep gradients and
residential properties in close proximity to
a heavily trafficked carriageway.

In compiling this action plan, the council
has undertaken a detailed technical
assessment of each of the fifteen areas to
identify the types of vehicles which provide
the greatest contribution towards the
measured NO2 levels. Other local
contributory factors have also been
identified so that measures proposed in
the plan can be appropriately targeted.
The council has also undertaken a full
evaluation of national, regional and local
policy to ensure that any proposals put
forward are realistic and fully compatible
with the wider policy framework.

Further action is now required to ensure
that NO2 concentrations do not increase in
future and are ultimately reduced to
achieve compliance with government
objectives.

It is anticipated that the action plan will
improve air quality generally across the
borough especially in areas where the
recommended level is exceeded.

The purpose of this document is to
summarise the proposed actions and
timescales that will be undertaken to
reduce NO2 concentrations and ultimately
achieve the air quality objectives within
Dudley MBC. Following consultation with
appropriate stakeholders and approval by
Defra, the Council proposes to formally
adopt the full version of the air quality
action plan during the 2011 calendar year.
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Key Locations And
Action Plan Themes
The extent of the Dudley Borough AQMA
and locations of the fifteen areas where
recommended NO2 levels are exceeded is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Further information on these specific
areas and on the proposed road network
improvements covered under action AP1
is provided in the next section.
Implementation timescales have been
classified as either short (2010 to 2012),
medium (2012 to 2016) or long (after
2016). Progress will be monitored and
reported in Dudley MBC’s annual air
quality action plan progress report, which
will be made available via the council
website.

Identification of Local
Areas and Actions
Action AP1: Local Road
Network Improvements
1. Netherton

Figure 1 Identification of Locations Exceeding The
Annual Mean Nitrogen Dioxide Objective In Dudley

The AQAP contains a number of themes
for improving air quality in Dudley. These
are summarised in table 1 below:
Ref

Action

AP1

Road Network Improvements

AP2

Improving Public Transport &
Rail Freight Capabilities

AP3

Reducing Vehicle Emissions

AP4

Land Use Planning Initiatives

AP5

Industrial, Commercial and Domestic Actions

AP6

Promoting Awareness

AP7

Encouraging Changes In Travel Behaviour

AP8

Leading By Example

Table 1 Action Plan Themes

This area lies in Halesowen Road
between the junctions with Northfield
Road and Cradley Road
Proposed Actions:
Recent road improvements have included
a ban on northbound traffic turning right
into Northfield Road and the removal of
some roadside parking to improve traffic
flow and reduce congestion. Monitoring
will be continued to inform the
development of further actions for this
area.
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2. Cradley

Proposed Actions:
The Pensnett Regeneration Programme
identified a number of options for a
highway improvement scheme in this
area. The effect of the proposed scheme
will be to reduce traffic on High Street
queuing to turn right into several roads.
These options are currently being
reviewed
with
a
medium
term
implementation target.

Air quality issues have been identified
along a stretch of the A458 at Colley Gate,
Windmill Hill and the top of Drews
Holloway.

4. Sedgley

Proposed Actions:
Extensive public consultation during the
compilation of the Cradley regeneration
programme identified the need for traffic
junction enhancements in the vicinity of
the junction with Toys Lane. Some land
has been safeguarded for such a scheme;
however it is recognised that any major
improvement to the junction would need to
be part of a major development and
implementation timescales are therefore
likely to be medium to long term.

Air quality issues have been identified in
the vicinity of Sedgley Bull Ring including
sections of Bilston Street, High Street and
Dudley Street.
Proposed Actions:

Bus
Showcase
improvements
and
upgrades to pedestrian crossings have
been completed and monitoring work is
being continued to quantify any associated
air quality benefits.
3. Pensnett

Junction improvements in the vicinity of
High Holborn and Tipton Street will reduce
bus journey times once selective vehicle
tagging is implemented. This is a scheme
whereby electronically tagged public
transport vehicles are automatically
recognised and the timing of signals
changed to allow priority passage through
the junction. Minor changes to the road
layout in the vicinity of Vicar Street will
help reduce congestion along Dudley
Street.
Both
measures
will
be
implemented in the short term.

Recommended NO2 levels are exceeded
along sections of Pensnett High Street
between Swan Street & Tansey Green Rd.
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5. Brierley Hill

6. Quarry Bank

Recommended NO2 levels were exceeded
in Dudley Rd, High Street and Mill Street
prior to the opening of the Brierley Hill
Sustainable Access Network (BHSAN) in
2008. Since opening, monitoring has
indicated NO2 reductions of up to 16% in
the High Street and government objectives
were achieved in all areas of relevant
public exposure during 2009.

This area includes a steep section of the
High Street between the junction with Oak
Street / Park Road and New Street.

Proposed Actions:
Monitoring will continue to quantify NO2
levels following completion of the
remaining few elements of the BHSAN
project:





1-way traffic scheme for John
Street
Pedestrian crossing upgrade in the
High Street
Upgrade of junction at High Street /
Moor Street / Mill Street
Installation of urban traffic control
cameras

Proposed Actions:
There was some reworking of the lanes at
the junction between High Street and
Merry Hill / Thorns Road / Mount Pleasant
during 2009 to reduce the build up of
queues in the High Street. Monitoring
continues to quantify any air quality
benefits. Further work on signals and
pedestrian crossings is also planned in the
short term. It is anticipated that these
improvements will also help to reduce
queuing traffic.
7. Hagley Road, Halesowen

These remaining actions will be completed
in the short term.
The Council has also submitted a bid for
national funding to improve facilities for
walking and cycling in the Brierley Hill
area.

This area includes a few residential
properties which lie close to the Hagley
Road carriageway between Claremont
Way and Queensway.
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Proposed Actions:
Recommended NO2 levels are only just
exceeded at this location and further work
is required to assess the extent of the
problem, particularly after the recent
redevelopment of the Cornbow Centre and
bus station. No specific further local
actions have been identified for this area.
However, the remaining borough wide
actions
together
with
technical
improvements in the national vehicle fleet
and other nationally driven improvements
should have an influence in reducing NO2
to meet the objective.

9. Lye

This area includes properties close to the
carriageway on Dudley Road and High
Street in the vicinity of Lye Cross and a
section of Pedmore Road between Lye
Cross and Green Lane.

8. Wordsley
Proposed Actions:

Recommended NO2 levels are exceeded
at some properties which lie in close
proximity to the carriageway in Wordsley
High Street between Lawnswood Road
and Brierley Hill Road.

NO2 concentrations in the High Street
were
greatly
reduced
by
the
implementation of the Lye Gyratory
scheme in 2002 / 3. Any further local road
improvements associated with the Lye
District Centre Action Plan will be part of
future development and implementation
timescales are therefore likely to be
medium to long term. Selective vehicle
tagging on some bus services will be
introduced in the short term, reducing bus
journey times and traffic congestion.
10. New Street, Dudley

Proposed Actions:
Problems are caused by the high volume
of traffic (>23000 vehicles per day),
queuing at the junction and local gradient
effects. In the short term, installation of
urban traffic control cameras at the
junction with Lawnswood Road may
reduce queuing but will only have minimal
effect on air quality. In the medium to long
term, the development of council planning
policy should eventually provide better
funding of minor road improvements,
particularly when large new residential
developments are introduced along the
A491.

This area includes properties close to the
carriageway in New Street, Dudley where
there is a high percentage of buses in the
local traffic which queue on a slight incline
as they pass though the ‘street canyon’.
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Proposed Actions:

Proposed Actions:

The installation of an upgraded pelican
crossing in Priory Road is planned for the
short term which will reduce queuing of
vehicles within the New Street canyon,
thereby improving air quality.

A number of improvements are being
considered in this area including upgrade
of the pedestrian crossing near to Hales
Road and widening of the carriageway at
the junction with Richmond Street. Both
measures
would
help
to
reduce
congestion and improve local air quality.
Funding for these improvements is now
being sought.

11. Himley Road, Lower Gornal

13. High Street, Amblecote

The NO2 objective is exceeded at some
properties which lie in close proximity to
the carriageway at the junction of the
B4175 / B4176, otherwise known as
Himley Road / Cinder Road / Bull Street
junction.
Proposed Actions:
Funding is being sought to upgrade the
signals at the junction via a planning
agreement with a local developer.
12. Stourbridge Road, Halesowen

This area includes residential properties
which lie close to the carriageway on
sections of Stourbridge Road, Halesowen
between Richmond Street and the Earls
Way traffic island.

Recommended NO2 levels are exceeded
at some properties which lie close to the
carriageway along sections of the A491 in
sections of Amblecote High Street
between the junctions with Brettel Lane
and Vicarage Road.
Proposed Actions:
See general comments for Location 8,
Wordsley. Installation of urban traffic
control cameras at various points along
the A491 will be completed in the short
term and will have a beneficial effect on
local traffic flows. Recent improvements at
the junction with Vicarage Road have
been carried out to increase capacity.
Monitoring will continue in the short term
to quantify air quality benefits and
establish whether any further action is
required.
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14. Birmingham Road

However, the remaining borough wide
actions
together
with
technical
improvements in the national vehicle fleet
and nationally driven improvements
should have an influence in reducing NO2
to meet recommended levels.

Key Borough Wide
Actions
This area includes properties close to the
carriageway of Birmingham Road in the
vicinity of Burnt Tree Island.

Proposed actions aimed at improving air
quality generally across the borough are
as follows:

Proposed Actions:
A major road improvement scheme at
Burnt Tree Island is currently under
construction and due for completion in
2011. Traffic flows and air quality should
improve as a result of this development.
An air quality monitoring station has been
installed in this area to monitor AQ
impacts from the expansion of a nearby
major retail development.

Action AP2: Improving Public
Transport & Rail Freight
Facilities


Working with partners to develop
Voluntary Bus Partnerships. This
involves installation of new bus
shelters, improvement of highways
and junctions on key routes,
implementation of selective vehicle
tagging at key junctions and
provision of better information for
passengers.



Extending the WM Metro to Merry
Hill. The council will continue to
seek support for the extension of
the
WM
Metro
between
Wednesbury and Brierley Hill or the
implementation of improvements to
public transport of equal quality to
the proposed Metro extension.



Improving
Rail
Freight
Capabilities.
Centro
are
investigating improvements to the
rail freight network including the
reopening of the rail line between
Walsall and Stourbridge to freight
trains.
DMBC
will
provide
supporting air quality information to
assist any activity in this area.

15. Buffery Road

Recommended NO2 levels are exceeded
at some properties which lie close to the
carriageway at the junction of Buffery Rd
with New Rowley Road
Proposed Actions:
As recommended NO2 levels are only
marginally exceeded, no specific further
local actions have been identified for this
area.
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Action AP3: Reducing Vehicle
Emissions








Improving the DMBC Vehicle Fleet.
The Council has a fleet of about 500
vehicles, 30% of which are Euro IV
diesel engines and 3.5% of the fleet
has Euro V diesel engines.
The
vehicles are replaced every 5 years
and the highest Euro standard is
sought for replacements. Alternative
fuel options have been trialled and are
constantly being reviewed. Suitable
alternatives will be introduced as they
are identified.

Reducing Traffic Congestion.
Progress will be monitored against
a number of congestion targets in
the Local Transport Plan. Key
actions will include improvements
to public transport and investment
in facilities to assist walking and
cycling.

Action AP4: Land Use
Planning Initiatives

Reducing
Idling
Emissions.
Following the completion of a short
feasibility study, the Council will
conduct
an
awareness
raising
campaign to discourage vehicle idling,
focusing on the general public, parents
outside schools and council drivers.
The
voluntary
bus
partnership
programme will be developed to
discourage idling of buses in stations
and layover points.
Encouraging the Uptake of Low
Emissions Vehicles. The Council will
investigate the feasibility of converting
designated DMBC operated short-term
town centre car park spaces to long
term parking for low emission
(including electric) vehicles and the
development of a public electric
vehicle charging network.
Reporting Smoky Vehicles. The
Council website has been developed
to provide further information on this
issue and accept smoky vehicle
reports from the public for further
action. See:
http://www.dudley.gov.uk/environment-planning/pollution-control/airquality/smoky-vehicles
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Air Quality & Planning Policy will
be further developed to ensure
that air quality issues are fully
considered
in
the
local
regeneration agenda. This will
further enhance the close working
relationship between planners and
environmental health officers with
respect of air quality matters.



Member and Planning Officer
Training will be undertaken to
enable planning decisions to be
made with a better understanding
of air quality issues.



The Effectiveness of Air Quality
Planning Recommendations will
be monitored and reported in the
annual air quality action plan
progress report which will be made
available via the council website.



Provision
of
Professional
Advice to the Council’s Planning
Department will be supported by
the review and update of its
Development Control Air Quality
Guidance Note. The effectiveness
of
air
quality
planning
recommendations
will
be
monitored and reported in the
annual action plan progress report.

Action AP5: Industrial,
Commercial and Domestic
Actions

Action AP6: Promoting
Awareness of Air Quality
Issues

There are significant contributions from
regional and local background sources of
NO2 in all 15 areas, so investigation and
control of emission sources other than
vehicle exhausts is needed.

The Council operates several projects to
educate and disseminate air quality
information and provides information
about the actions that can be taken to
improve air quality.



Areas with High Background NO2
levels will be identified and
mapped. Contributory sources will
be examined so that further
reduction
measures
can
be
implemented.



New
Biomass
Installations
Biomass is the general term for
natural or 'organic' fuel sources
where the plant material which
makes up the biomass fuel source
died relatively recently. New
installations will be logged and
mapped. This will enable an
evaluation of the effect of biomass
developments to be monitored &
controlled
under
appropriate
legislation. The Council website has
been further developed to provide
further information on the use of
biomass as a source of fuel & heat.



Control of Bonfires and use of
other Unauthorised Fuels. The
Council investigates all complaints
relating to bonfires and burning of
unauthorised fuels.



Control of Industry. The Council
regulates emissions to air from
about 130 industrial installations
under the Environmental Permitting
Regime. A programme for seeking
out new unidentified prescribed
installations has commenced and
will enable more effective control of
emissions to air via the permit
conditions.



The Healthy Towns Project will
continue to publicise the benefits of
cycling & walking around 5
separate ‘Hub’ sites and routes
across the Borough. Additional
cycle ways & footways will be
provided.



Local
&
District
Centre
Development & Regeneration
will
be
issued
for
Plans
consultation to the public for issues
affecting air quality before the plans
are implemented.



Effective Use of the Dudley MBC
Website. This currently displays air
quality data and has been
upgraded to show air quality
monitoring locations and results.
The website has an educational
section which is being developed to
become interactive encouraging a
greater understanding of Air Quality
and
the
consequences
of
individuals’ actions. The monitoring
information collated by DMBC is
displayed on the regional West
Midlands Air Quality website and is
updated daily.



Awareness Raising of Air Quality
Issues at Local Schools. Council
Officers are undertaking a school
education
initiative
to
raise
awareness of air quality issues. A
minimum of five schools / colleges
per year will be involved in this
initiative.
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The changes the campaign brings
about are assessed by annual
monitoring.

Action AP7: Encouraging
Changes In Travel Behaviour
The Council operates a number of projects
to encourage changes in travel behaviour
amongst the general public, schools,
businesses and council employees. This
action has the potential to benefit air
quality in all areas.




Travel
Plans
for
Council
Employees.
This
initiative
promotes
sustainable
travel
choices, offering alternative ways of
travelling to the private vehicle. The
target is to reduce single car
occupancy by 1% by 2012.
The Assisted Bike Purchase
Scheme is a tax free benefit to
enable council employees to
purchase bicycles for cycling to
work. It targets a 1% increase in
cycling to work by 2012.



Travel
Plans
for
New
Developments and Voluntary
Uptake by Businesses are
required for new developments
above a stated threshold and are
promoted for voluntary uptake by
businesses with 50 or more
employees. The target is that 30%
of
employees
working
for
organisations within Dudley shall be
committed to work place travel
plans by 2011.



Travelwise for the General
Public, Schools and Businesses
is a marketing travel awareness
campaign aimed at influencing
people‘s travel behaviour towards
more sustainable travel options. A
schools website has been launched
and the business Website will be
launched for 2011. See:



The Schools Initiative has run in
conjunction
with
the
Local
Transport Plan and ensured that all
schools have adopted travel plans
by April 2011. The national
indicator for travelling for school,
N198, requires a 1% decrease in
car travel to and from school per
year.

Action AP8: Leading By
Example
The council operates several projects that
lead by example including several items
listed under AP3 and AP7. Others
include:


Dudley
MBC’s
Carbon
Management Plan is currently
under development as part of the
Green Dudley Initiative. The plan
will set out the measures required
to reduce carbon against an annual
reduction target in order to meet the
council’s
Carbon
Reduction
Commitment (CRC). Areas include
sustainable
transport,
energy
efficiency, asset management and
low
carbon
technologies.
Reduction in carbon use in vehicles
and buildings will also bring about a
reduction in emissions of NO2.



A 5% Reduction in Car Mileage
Budget for Council Officers has
been imposed on the budget to
finance business car mileage for
council officers for the year 2010 /
11. The effect of this will be to
reduce mileage and hence vehicle
emissions arising from vehicles
driven by Council Officers during
the course of their work.

www.schooltravelwise.org.uk.
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Further Development of
the Action Plan
Following adoption, delivery of the plan
will contribute towards The Council’s
Sustainable Community Strategy by
improving health and well-being and
enhancing the surrounding environment
for residents, businesses and visitors to
the borough. The Council will demonstrate
a continuing commitment to meeting the
air quality objectives and progress in the
implementation of the action plan will be
reported annually, using monitored NO2
concentrations
and
other
selected
indicators as a measure of performance. It
is proposed to refresh the action plan on a
regular basis to ensure that it remains
relevant and that challenging targets are
maintained.

We would welcome your views and
suggestions on how the plan could be
developed and
refined
in future.
Comments can be submitted via letter or
email using the contact details provided
above. Alternatively, if you would like to
talk to one of the air quality team, please
telephone 01384 814685.

The Council will continue to seek
opportunities for funding actions to
improve air quality via national and
international grants, the Local Transport
Plan, developer contributions and other
national initiatives such as the Local
Sustainable Transport fund. These
initiatives will help inform future revisions
of the action plan.
You can see a full copy of the action plan
and find out more information online at:
www.dudley.gov.uk/airqualityconsultation
You can also request a copy of the action
plan by writing to:
The Air Quality team,
Claughton House,
Blowers Green Road,
Dudley DY2 8UZ
Or by emailing:
EnviroProtect.DUE@dudley.gov.uk
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